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It 12 GOODWIN'S WEEKLY. 3BI1,
I ji The Market and The Mines .

h
i ' Pure and white and innocent as its looks, the

H snow on the mountains is one of the most pow- -

H fi ei ful incentives to mendacity that science has
Hj '

discovered. When the roads are open to buck--

H boards and automobiles and the skeptical person
H ' can investigate the latest "sensational strike,"
H ' it is quite easy for Uie mine owners of medium
H grade moral character, such as most of us pos- -

H sess, to tell the truth. Only a man of confirmed
H L bad habits will lie when he is sure to be caught
H I at it. Improved facilities for investigating the
H statements of prospectors have done more to
H promote veracity than all Sunday schools, ser--

H" mons and editorials. But when the beautiful
1 , snow blockades the mountain road3, bars the

H buckboard and puts the automobile out of com- -

H j mission; when snowshoes are the only means of

H access to the alleged bonanzas then the morals
B pf the 'mining man are subjected to a strain that
Hj can be withstood only by the best material.
H If, under such circumstances, the miner on

M , Brokers' Row surrounded by an eager audience
H I does not multiply the width of his vein more
H K than 100 per cent nor more than triple"Kls ad- -

H ' says in the telling he is a veritable Washington
H the very person Diogenes wanted to interview.
H And a man who would limit his tale to exact
H l dimensions and carry his assay figures to the
H fourth decimal there is no such, man, but if
H w there were he should be massaged with a club

" until he joined the angel chorus where he be- -

longed,
itf vJ &

i Until the present snowfall clears away in the
spring the , fellow with the strongest imagination
has the drop on the market. He is like the edu-

cated hobo in the old, old story. Two weary Wil- -

Mj W; lies wore playing poker iiTa box car. Neither the
H ' bets nor the credit of the players were limited.

H' f Following a deal in which each got a good hand
H, j, they began to bet. At first they dee-sawe- d back
Hj 1 and forth with ten, fifty and hundred-dolla- r raises
H "

Then the bets ran into thousands and, finally, the
H first hobo said':
H "I bet a million."
HI "Raise you to a billion," said the second.
H t

j "Bet you a trillion," returned the first,
i j "Take tho pot," sighed the second hobo, "you

j got more eddicatlon that I have."
fl , The man on Brokers' Row who can imagine
M , the most ore will have no difficulty in selling

I stock in his mine, but, as most of the purchases
M will be made with imaginary money, nobolly will

H be hurt.
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' Just a word about smelters! No, you needn't

M cover up your ears; it isn't the word you think
M, it is! If the present lines of development work
H out it will Boon be possible to discuss the smelt- -

Hi ing situation without the faintest hint of pro- -

K ' fanity. There is a feeling you might call it an

Hi intuitio- n- that tho existing methods of metal ex- -

traction are in the verge of a radical change,
Inventors have been at work lor many a year
on the problem of cheap smelting. There have

! been countless failures, but failures are the debris
inventors use to build the foundations for their
triumphs, and it is time for another forward step

in this branch of industry.
' Whether or not Edward Fink has hit the right

B ' trail the writer cannot say. Details of the procqss
be used in his demonstrational plant atSto have been withheld from the public. This

S little sprinkling of mystery is just the relish
H j needed to whet the appetite of the masses. AN

though the public cau form no idea of its own
as to the merits o ve Fink invention it can

m rest assured that tf a is no serious defect in its
B theory. A theory with tho O. K. of the Newhouse
H staff and Mr. Newhouse himself on it presents no

obvious fallacies and the chances for it3 success in
piactical use are several to one. At the same
time the practical test is the only decisive test
and, great as is popular confidence in Mr. Fink
and Mr. Newhouse, everyone will feel the tension
relax when the result of the initial run is an-

nounced. The smelter will be blown in, it is un-

derstood, early in the coming week.
,? dt

And if the experiment is a success? Well,
enough is known about the Fink process to war-

rant the assertion that its triumph will mark a
new era in the smelting and mining world. It
will release mines and mining camps from the
domination of an absentee corporation and great-

ly reduce the power of the railroads to make or
break new districts. The new smelter will, it Is
conceded, require coal, oil or wood some sort
of fuel. This may have to be hauled by rail;
otherwise the mines will be dependent on the
carriers only for the transportation to market
of their Ingots and bullion bars. Properties in
remote regions will find profit in operating their
own little smelters where production now creates
a growing deficit. Smelting facilities, cheap and
ultimately increasing the world's metal supply and,
properties Into actlvty and reawaken old ones,
ultimately increasing the world's metal supply
and, perhaps, affecting prices.
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Next to the possibilities of Mr. Fink's project
the achievement of the United States company
in perfecting the bag house system and eliminat-
ing the smoke nuisance is the most Interesting
subject for consideration in the way of smelter
development. That the U. S. experts have made
It possible for smelter and farm to lie down In

peace together Is admitted by everyone who has
visited the model plant at Bingham Junction,
Utah. One wonders why the gentlemen who con-

trol the secret of successful smoke-baggin- g do

not buy the Utah Consolidated, Bingham Consol-

idated, Shelby and other plants which have been
forced to close as the result of anti-smok- e litiga-

tion, provide them with bag houses and reopen
'them to the custom trade.

Jt & &
The American company has a bag house at its

Murray smelter, but, not having tne formula of

a certain compound, it is unable to preserve the
bagging through which the smoke percolates.
Consequently the process is expensive, trouble-

some and otherwise unsatisfactory. The
compound was discovered by the

United States company's experts and its compo-

sition Is one of the most valuable trade secrets
of this century. This discovery, the invention of
Mr. Fink, and other impending improvements in
smelting methods have made investments in g

enterprises rather hazardous. It will
take more nerve than is possessed by tho aver-

age man (not to mention more money) to build
in Tooele county or elsewhere, a $3,000,000 smel-

ter that may become obsolete in six months. No

wonder the Utah mine owners are willing to let
the Amalgamated or someone else, do their
smelter building for them! x
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Down at Tintic, where the smelting question
is a condition and not a, theory, the management
of the Knight plant has whipped two lead fur-

naces into commission, but is chary about starr-
ing the other two. The demand for treatment
is so much greater than the capacity of these two
furnaces that Mr. Knight is of a mind to cork
up the Colorado for the present and devote the
active part of the plant exclusively to custom
work, thus relieving the congestion at the Ajax,
Lower Mammoth, Grand Central and other well-know- n

Tintic producers. Tho Iron Blosson, al- -
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